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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for remotely sensed image
texture classification and segmentation. We observe that the traditional method
least square error (LSE) is unstable in practical applications. This motivates
us to develop a more stable method. We have proposed the regularization
technique to suppress the instability of LSE in previous research. Our con-
tribution in this paper is that we propose a new stable method, which is based on
the total variation (TV) for reducing instability in texture analysis, and apply it
to remotely sensed image texture classification and segmentation. Experimental
results on remotely sensed images demonstrate that our new algorithm is
superior to LSE and seems promising in applications.

1. Introduction

Texture is an important characteristic for the analysis of many types of images.

Practical applications of computer image analysis using texture analysis includes

texture classification, texture synthesis, texture segmentation, etc. The general

approaches to texture analysis quantify the texture measures by its means, variance,

etc. The simultaneous autoregressive (SAR) model is such a method which has been

successfully used in texture classification, segmentation and synthesis (Besag 1974,

Kashyap and Chellappa 1983, Kashyap and Khotanzad 1986, Eom and Kashnap

1990, Mao and Jain 1992, Manjunash and Ma 1996). The basic SAR model for

texture images is usually in the form
X

r[I

h rð Þg szrð Þzmze sð Þ~g sð Þ ð1Þ

where g(s) is the grey level at site s~(s1,s2) in an m6m image s1,s2~1,2, � � � ,mð Þ. I is

the set of neighbours at site s, e(s) is an independent Gaussian random variable with

zero mean and variance s2. h rð Þ, r [ I , are the model parameters characterizing the

dependence of a pixel to its neighbours, and m is the bias which is dependent on the
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mean grey value of the image. All parameters m, s, and h(r) can be estimated from a

given window (sub image) by using the least square estimation (LSE) technique,

which is known to be simple, easy to perform and less time-consuming (Khotanzad

and Chen 1989, Mao and Jain 1992). However, this method may be unstable due to

the rank-deficient, ill-posed input data or the observations, or due to the data

containing too much noise. We will give a short theoretical analysis in the next

section. This problem has not received much attention in previous research. We

have proposed the regularization technique to suppress the instability of LSE in

previous research. Our contribution in this paper is that we propose a new stable

method, which is based on the total variation (TV) for reducing instability in

texture analysis, and apply this to remotely sensed image texture classification and

segmentation. The paper is organized as follows: in §2, we give a brief description of

the instability of LSE and the classical regularization method. Section 3 describes

the TV-based regularized simultaneous autoregressive (TV-SAR) model and show

how it works for texture classification. In §4, we apply the TV-SAR model to

texture segmentation. Numerical simulation is given in §5, which is based on the

remotely sensed textured images. Finally, in §6, we present some discussions and

future research.

2. Instability of LSE and its regularization

We usually use the spatial relations among neighbouring pixels to characterize

the texture. A main class of model for specifying the underlining interaction among

the given observation is the SAR model in the form (1), where all parameters m, s,

and h(r) can be estimated by LSE. The parameters h(r) are usually used for texture

classification and segmentation, which characterizes the texture of the given image.

Clearly, equation (1) can be rewritten as
X

r[I

h rð Þg szrð Þ~ge sð Þ{m ð2Þ

where ge(s)~g(s)2e(s). We assume that e is random variable and eyN(0,s2). For

different ri and st, equation (2) can be written as a linear equation

Ghr~gm
e ð3Þ

with G~(gij) the matrix and hr, gm
e the corresponding vectors, where, gm

e ~ge sð Þ{m.
In theory, we can estimate the parameter hr by solving the above equations. But

we must keep in mind that the matrix G is very ill-conditioning, and therefore the

direct method should be avoided. This is an inverse problem, and is mathematically

described as discrete ill-posed in the sense that the solution does not depend

continuously on the input data, and the solution may not be unique (Wang et al.

2003). We must resort to new stable technique.

The LSE for equation (3) is the following minimization problem

min J hrð Þ~ Ghr{gm
e

�� ��2

l2
ð4Þ

However, this formulation is still unstable, because it is equivalent to the

equation

GtGhr~Gtgm
e ð5Þ

where Gt is the transpose of G. Since cond(GtG)wwcond(G), the problem is much

more ill-conditioned. To overcome this problem, we introduce the regularization
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technique (Wang et al. 2003), i.e. instead of equation (4), we solve the minimization

problem

min J hrð Þ~ 1

2
Ghr{gm

e

�� ��2

l2
z

a

2
hrk k2

l2
ð6Þ

where hrk k2
l2

serves as the stabilizer, a is the parameter to balance the bias between

the original and the new problem.

If we denote the singular system of G as {li;xi,yi}, i.e., Gyi~lixi, Gtxi~liyi, and

the singular values satisfy l1¢l2¢ � � �¢0. Thus the solution can be expressed as

Gzhr~
X

i

gm
e ,xi

� �

li

yi

It is clear that gm
e , xi

� ��
li grows very quickly for small singular values li and the

instability occurs. This is the reason that we introduce regularization in this context.

But the formulation of equation (6) is too conservative. No a priori information is

applied on the solution. If the solution has a highly oscillatory part, then it cannot

be suppressed by the above standard regularization. This is why we introduce TV-

regularization here.

3. TV-based regularization model for texture classification

We may consider the SAR model (1) as a discrete approximation to the

following continuous operator equations

Ghrð Þ sð Þ~gm
e sð Þ ð7Þ

The definition of a continuous function f defined on the interval [0,1] is given by

TV fð Þ :~

ð1

0

df

dx

����

����dx ð8Þ

The TV-based regularization method is the minimization problem

~J hrð Þ~ 1

2
Ghr{gm

e

�� ��2
zaTV hrð Þ ð9Þ

Rudin et al. 1992 and Vogel and Oman 1998 gave a detail interpretation of this

method for noise removal problems. Direct minimization of equation (9) is not

suitable for the numerical implementation, since the Euclidean norm of df
dx

���
��� is

nondifferentiable at the origin. To overcome this difficulty, one may take an

approximation to the Euclidean norm of df
dx

���
��� . A common way is using

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xzf2

p

instead of df
dx

���
��� , where f is a small positive parameter. This yields the approximation

to TV(hr) and ~J hrð Þ. Introducing the function Mf hrð Þ~
Ð 1

0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dhr=dtð Þ2zf2

q
dt, f>0ð Þ,

the minimization problem becomes

~J hrð Þ~ 1

2
Ghr{gm

e

�� ��2
zaMf hrð Þ ð10Þ

Note that G and hr in (1) have been in the discrete form, hence the problem is

the discretization of Mf(h
r). This can be realized by set Dt~1/n, then the parameter

hr can be discretized as Tih
r~ hr

i {hr
i{1

� ��
Dt, i~1,2, � � � ,n and Ti for all i form an

n6(nz1) matrix T. For solving the above minimization problem, we employ the

Gauss quasi-Newton method. We need the gradient of ~J hrð Þ and the gradient of

Mf(h
r). Denote the gradient of ~J hrð Þ as gradf,hr ~J

� �
and note that the gradient of
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Mf(h
r) can be written as

gradf,hr Mð Þ~ hrð Þhr ð11Þ
where, (hr)~DtTtdiag(w’(hr))T, diag(w’(hr) is a symbol which denotes the n6n

diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is w’((Tih
r)2). Hence

gradf,hr ~J
� �

~Gt Ghr{gm
e

� �
zgradf,hr Mð Þ ð12Þ

The Hessian of ~J hrð Þ can be evaluated as

Hessf,hr ~J
� �

~GtGza hrð Þza 0 hrð Þ ð13Þ
but the computation of ’(hr) needs the second-order derivative of w(hr), and such

a process is expensive in computation. To avoid this, we use the approximate

Hessian Hf,hr ~J
� �

~GtGzaM hrð Þ using the first two terms of equation (13), i.e.

Hf,hr ~J
� �

~GtGza hrð Þ ð14Þ
Then the solution in each iteration can be written as

hr
kz1~hr

k{Hf,hr ~J
� �{1

gradf,hr ~J
� �

ð15Þ
This is the Gauss quasi-Newton method, and in which, Hf,hr ~J

� �{1
is the inverse of

Hf,hr ~J
� �

. Note that the derivative of the function
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xzf2

p
is greater than zero for

any xw0; hence by spectral analysis (Michael and Barry 1972), Hf,hr ~J
� �

must be

symmetric and definite, hence there is a unique solution in the above equation.

4. Texture segmentation
The K-means clustering method is used for texture segmentation. K-means is a

least-squares partitioning method that divide a collection of objects into K groups.

To evaluate the matching degree of the computed feature, we use the similar

technique as in Otsu 1979 for image segmentation, i.e. we assume that the

homogeneous areas in the image are relatively large in comparison to texture

boundaries. By a good feature, we mean a feature which has a small variance within

homogenous regions, and a large variance over the entire image. The algorithm

iterates over three steps:

1. Compute the mean of each cluster;

2. Compute the distance of each point from each cluster by computing its

distance from the corresponding cluster mean. Assign each point to the

cluster it is nearest to;

3. Iterate over the above two steps till the sum of square of within group errors

cannot be lowered any more.

We use the classified textures h which have been obtained in §3 as the input

data. The K-means algorithm partitions data into K clusters. The solution is then a

set of K centres, each of which is located at the centre of the data for which it is the

closest centre. For a partition P of the elements in 1,2, � � � ,mf g, denoted by P(i) the

cluster assigned to i and C( j) the centre of cluster j. The intent of the K-means

algorithm is the minimization of the objective function

EP ið Þ~
Xm

i~1

dist i,C P ið Þð Þð Þ ð16Þ

where dist(x,c) is the distance between the vectors x and c. In this experiment, we

define the distance as the Euclidean distance dist x,cð Þ~ x{ck k.
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5. Numerical simulation

We use the basic SAR model for textured images, and denote TV-SAR as the

new algorithm presented in this paper. For our problem, the parameters are

determined by the choice of the neighbourhood I and the choice of the window size.

Using different neighbour sets we can fit different resolution SAR models to the

given image. Here, for convenience, we choose a simple 8-connected neighbour-

hood. The parameter h is estimated using 25625 overlapping windows. To be

simple, the SAR model used here is rotation-variant, which means that when the

image rotates, the model parameters also change. Clearly, our algorithm is also fit

for rotation-invariant model.

In figures 1–9, the leftmost images depict the following: figure 1 is the remotely

sensed oil spill image from ASAR (Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar); figure 2 is

an airborne photogrammetric image of a part of Beijing city’s layout; figure 3 is the

ATSR data of the Gulf; figure 4 is a part of Shanghai city’s layout from IKONOS;

figure 5 is a Landsat TM image of Denver, USA; figures 6–8 are MODIS images for

the mouth of the Yellow River, China, with spatial resolutions of 250 m, 500 m and

1 km, respectively. Figure 9 is an AVHRR image from the NOAA-17 satellite.

In the tests, we choose the parameters a~0.01, f~0.01, the maximum clusters

K~6. It is worth pointing out that the maximum cluster of texture should not be

too small. In general, a textured image has 6 to 8 maximum clusters or more. The

choice of the parameters a and f is done in an a priori way. From the theory of

regularization, the parameters a and f should be restricted in (0,1). Choosing fw0

can make Hf,hr ~J
� �

positive definitely. The parameter a should be as small as

possible, but too small a value of a will induce instability. Therefore, in our

experiments, we choose a~0.01. A group of the remotely sensed texture images are

chosen to give a comparison. In each of the figures, from left to right, the leftmost

is the remotely sensed images, the left-of-centre is the extracted texture by LSE,

Figure 1. Segmentation results for ASAR oil spill image.

Figure 2. Segmentation results of an airborne image of Beijing city.
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the right-of-centre is the extracted texture by TV-SAR, and the rightmost is the

extracted texture by standard regularization. Now figures 1–9 list the plot of the

textured images and its extraction results. The colour in each figure represents

Figure 3. Segmentation results for ATSR image of the Gulf.

Figure 4. Segmentation results for part of Shanghai city from IKONOS.

Figure 5. Segmentation results for Landsat image of Denver, USA.

Figure 6. Segmentation results of MODIS image for the mouth of the Yellow River, China.
The spatial resolution is 250 m.
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the corresponding class. Different class is demonstrated by different colour. Clearly,

we can see from figures 1–9 that the textures extracted by TV-SAR and the standard

regularization are clearer than those from LSE. TV-SAR and the standard

regularization yield similar results, and the textures extracted by TV-SAR are more

distinct than the standard regularization. This is because the standard regulariza-

tion is a smooth regularization which cannot suppress highly oscillatory part,

whereas TV-SAR can.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a TV-based regularization method for classification and

segmentation of remotely sensed images. In our experiments, the window we choose

is 25625. Clearly, the size can be larger, but the cost of computation will increase

enormously. Other optimization techniques may be used in this case. In addition,

Figure 7. Segmentation results of MODIS image for the mouth of the Yellow River, China.
The spatial resolution is 500 m.

Figure 8. Segmentation results of MODIS image for the mouth of the Yellow River, China.
The spatial resolution is 1 km.

Figure 9. Segmentation results for a NOAA17 AVHRR image.
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the choice of the parameter a is a delicate matter. In our tests, the choice of a as

0.01 is not optimal. The best value of a should be matched with the error due to

noise and machine truncation. But this is difficult to do. We have in hand some

research work on this and expect to publish the results in due course.
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